Chromosome rearrangement patterns of an SD chromosome (SDKona-2) in Drosophila melanogaster caused by hybrid dysgenesis.
The types and frequencies of spontaneous chromosome rearrangements caused by hybrid dysgenesis were studied in a second chromosome autosome of Drosophila melanogaster. This second chromosome, being an SD chromosome, had two important advantages over other autosomes for this study: (i) it had the two inversions characteristic of a standard SD-72 chromosome type, which distinguished it from its homolog in polytene chromosome spreads, and (ii) because of the meiotic drive associated with the segregation distorter system, it was preferentially transmitted to the next generation. The chromosome mutation frequency of this chromosome (given the name SDKona-2) was 8.3 and 11.7% in the F2 and F3 generations, respectively. The types of new chromosome rearrangements observed in the first four generations included paracentric inversions, pericentric inversions, duplications, deletions, reciprocal translocations (involving the third chromosome), and transpositions. Small paracentric inversions were the most common type of new rearrangement. Later, over 35 generations, some of these new rearrangements changed, either by becoming more complex or by being replaced with yet another new chromosome rearrangement. Duplications were unstable and were replaced by paracentric inversions whose breakpoints were on either side of the duplication. Transpositions arose both from a single multibreak event and from a series of two-break events.